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A simple theory has been
dihedral angle on the rollhg

used.to d.etemine the effects of geometric
derivative of inept w3ngs. Equations and

charts are given to show these effects. The analysis indicates that
geometric Wedral has .ana~preciable effect on ‘thelateral force due to
rolling, that the damping in roll can be appreciably d?fected by geomtric
Uheilz’alunder some conditims, and that the yawing m~nt due to rolliqg -
is almost independent of geometric dihedral. The equations have been
derived specifically for untapered w3ngs; however, the relations presented
are belleved to be reasonably reliable for w3ngs of taper ratio as low
as O.q.

Some comparisons are made between cal.cullatedand arperimental valum
of the rollin&gderivatives of an untapered h~” sweptback wing of aspect
ratio 2.61 hatig geometric dihedral angles fmm -20° to 10°. b general,
good agreement between experimental S@ calculated results was obtained
over the lUW- end mdemte-lift- coefficient ranges.

nwRoimTIoIv

5 effects of mst of the geometric variables on the aerodynamic
characteristics of swept wings at low speeds haye been investigated.by
tip application of rigorous or dmple theories; however, the effects of
geometric dihedral genem13y have been neglected. The analysis presented
in reference 1 for the stability derivatives of swept wings did not
include the effects of geometric dihedral.,but the methods presented
therein can be adapted to include dihedral.effects. The method of
reference 1 was extended in reference 2 in order to determine the effecti
of geometric dihedral on the rollhg moment due to sidesUp and on the
rolling moment due to ya~j a similar method of anslysis is used herein
to detemine the effects of geometric dihedral & the stability pammeters
associated with rolltig flight.

Because of the hck of available data for tigs with geometric
dihedral in rolling flight, a Wnd-tunnel investigationwas tie to obtain
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2 lWICA~ NO. 1732

such data for comparison w3th results calculated %Y means of the derived
equations. The investigationwas conducted in the rol~g-f low test -
section of the Iangley sta%ilitytunnel on an untqered ~45° sweptback
~ having an qect ratio of 2.61., NACA (IOU ‘tirfoii. sections no- b
tig 18- edge, and dihedral angles of 10°, 0°, -10°, @ -~00 me
tests were mad? at a Mach nuniberof alout 0.13 and a Reynolds nuniberof

about 1.1 x 105, based on the ~ mean aerodynamic chord

SYMBOIS

AU forces and mments are given with respect to the
stability axes shown in ffgure 1. The origin of the axes
of gravity for the airplane in flight. M9asured data are
respect to the quarter chord of the wtng mean aerodynamic

of 14.2.6inches.

system of
is the center
given with
chord, which ti

assu.mea to coincide with the center of gravity. The synibolsused here~
are defined as follows:

%

cl

%’

cl

Cn
\

~

P

v

s

b

c

o13ft coefficient &

section Hi% coefficient
( )

Section Idft

qc

‘hteral-force coefficient
( )

Iateral force

C@

( “fngrolling-mment coefficient Ro
)

moment

qm

yawing-moment coefficient
( )

Yawing moment .

q%

-c yres~, pounds yer square foot
()

&+
2

mass density of air, slugs Ter cubic foot

free-stream velocity, feet per seccmd “

total wing area (zero dihedral *g), s9uare feet

* sl?em for zero dihedral.,feet

chord of ~, feet

.,
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c-

A

h

Y

x

z

p!

A

r

Q

m

ao

, (/ )
‘b/2 -

wing mean aerodynamic chord, feet ~ ‘ C2 @

o

aspect ratio
()
b2/s ‘

taper mtio, ratio of tip chord to root chord

perpendicular distance from root chord to any potnt on
qmrter-chozil line (fig. 2), feet

longitudinal distance rearward.from center of gravity -‘-
to wing quarter chord at any station, feet

longltUd@ll distance rearward from center of gravity (e.g.)
to aerodynamic center (a.c.), feet

vertical distance between center of gravity and root chord,
positive when center of gravity is a%ove root chord, feet

absolute change in angle of attack caused by rolling velocity,
measuqgd in planes perallel to free stream and normal to
Wingpmels, radians

sweep angle, positive for sweepback, degrees

geomettic dihedral angle, radians (unless otherwise ppecified)

helix~@e generated by wing tip in roll, radiem

angular velocity in roll,

section lift-cimve slope,

radians per second

per radian

acn-

%
=—
@
m

aczP rate of change of c~ with dihedral an&Le
P
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a
w

rate of change of Cy with dihedral angle
P

w

ac rateof change of C with dihedral engle
3“
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.

Subscripts:

r - ~~

r=~0 wingswith

A=OO WiIlgaWith

r,fkoo wings with.

geonwtric dihedral

zero

zero

both

geometric dihetial

sweep
.

zero geometric dihedral and zero sweep

lmALTsIs

The load on a ro133ng wing is made up of a symmetrical load caused <
IW the angle-of-attackloading over the entire wtng end an antisymmetrical
load ceused by the rollinn velocity. The primary effect of geometric
dihedral engle is to tilt the lift vectors about the X-axis through an
angle approximately equal to he geomdric dihedral angle. Small and
moderate geometric d3&dral angles would be expected to have little eff.%t
on the magnitude or distri’buticmof wing loading; therefore, it wow be
expected that dihedral effects on aero@namic induction can %e neglecte~
Because of this assumption, the ratio of an aerodynamic paramter of a
wing with d3.hedralto an aerodynamic peremeter of a ~ with no dihe-
dral is approximately independent of aerodynamic =uction, provided that
the two parameters srise from the same flight condition (such as rolling
fU@t, W- flight, or pitching flight). The ratios of aero@amic
~%=, therefore, may be detemdned by simple two-dimensional
-sis = W ratios WOW be expected to apply to the three-dimensional
case. Although the ratios detemdned b this manner prolably are not very
accurate for large dihe&reJ.angles (when an appreciable mutual inter-
ference occurs between the two tig panels), they are lelleved to show tie
proper trends of the derivatives as affected by geometric dihedral.

The abpolute change in angle of attack along the semispan of a
rolling wing is @ven by the equation

( )Ikl===->stir
2V b/2 b/2

(1)

.
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The lift-curve slope of

therefore, an ticrement

or, after su’’stitution

Acx

Rol1tw moment.-
rolltng mxnent due to

\

()c1 p

.
For rectsnm wings

(

a swept-wing panel of

of lift per unit span

Act = lklao cos A

infiD3te span is a. cos &

is given by .

>f equation (1) for /&1, by

Aerodynamic Coefficimts

(2)

AccorUng to strip theo~, the coefficient of the
rolling

2=-—

@b

c s.
%>=—

in equation (3) and replaci&

yield

pl

for a * is given by the follmdng e~ation:

r

b/2

ACz (y - z StQ r)qc aY (3)

()Czr =-$ J a. cosA

o

H the equation i’sintegrated and

~ pb
—, the result is
2V

do -

therefore,

ACZ with

substituting“thisvslue for c

the value given in equation (2)

the derivative

()Czpr = +o 1COSA 1-3 ~stir+
b/2

taken with respect

For wings with no geomet&c diheilxsl,equation (4) becomes

()
c11?r~”

=-&o cos A

(4)

(5)
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6 NACA T!tiNO. 1732

Substituting equation (5) in equation (k) gives

(6)

The values of
()
cl to be used in eqyation (6) should be the mlues
1 r=oo

for a wing of the same aq)ect ratio, taper ratio, snd swee~ as the fig

for which
()
%p is letig computed. h geneti, values of

()
%p

r r=oo

are not readily availalle for swept wings hut are available (from
experiments or from theory) for unswept wings. According to reference 1,

orCz =P d-y

Therefore, an alternate form

()[.Cz =1
Pr

-3A stir+
b/2

(A + 4) COS

‘()
Czp (7)

A+4COSA
r,La”

of equatian (6) is

3&i28ti2j(A+ 4 cosA (z~:~oo ‘8)
A+%) COSAC

>-

For - dihedral angles sin Z’~ r and the term tivol~g sti217
is negligible. wth these simp~cations, equatim (6)- reduces to

The rate of change of CZ with geometric dihedral
1?

\ (9)

angle can be found

by Ufferentiat@ equati& (9) tith re8pect to r, and the resulting
equation is

acip-3ZC—=
& ~ ()‘Pr~”

“(lo)

—— ..— —.-.,., -. ,.. .
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(%) ‘% A+ COSA ~A

~ r=oo A+4cos A

‘.

.
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Lateral force.-
duced by the lateral

7

An ticrement of lateral-force coefficient is intro-
tilt of the incremental klJ?tvectors end is given ly

I
b/2

()
Acy =’-% Aclsinrqcdy

r
o

or, with the aid of equation (2)and the relatim c = ~, hy
-b

If equation (12) is titegrated and the derivative is taken with

to *, the result is

() ( )~2r=-ao-’fQ:$--Q’
b/2

or, with the use of equation (~),

(32.)

(12)

respect

(13)

(14)

Equation (14) expresses,an increment of I.atemJ.force due to rolling
caused by the geometric Uhe&ral angle. This increment must ‘beadded to
the part of the derivative that results from sweep angle in o-r to get
thetotal valueof Cy. !l?hepartof

P %
resulttig from sweep angle

is given in reference 1 a8

(15)

(%)The total derivative C therefore is

(%p~ = (%p)r=oo + @p)’
#

(3.6)

. . . ——.—. .-— — ...— .—— —.— -.. —



8 NACA ~ NO. 1732

W.-W the use of equati~ (14), (15), and (7), equation (16) can be
expressed ly

O% =% A+ COSA ~A
P~ A+4COSA

(+3(A+4)COSA 1-2

A+4COSA
*stir)stir~ZJ,,~O (17)

If the malue of r is assumed to he &, stir .r and terms
tivol-~ sin% aren.emgible; -therefore,equation (14) can be written
as

(28)

~ The rate of cWm.ge of ~p

equation (1.8) with respect

Iwith dihedral engle is found by differantiattng

to r; therefore,

acyp

0.—=3C7P,+0 .
&

(19)
“

.

Yawing moment.- Geometric dih~ causes an increment in ya*
nmment which is associated with the .tncrement in lateti force discussed
in the section entitled %at.eral force.1’ This increment in yawing-. “
mommt coefficient is @ven by the fallowing expression:

.

/

b/2

(%)
2=— ACzqxC sinray

r m~
(20)

or, if the pro r substitutions are made with use of e~tion (2), the
Frelation c = —, and the relatlxm x =(Y-~) tan A + X, by
b

——-— -. ,-, - -. —-,--- ... ——— —-T—
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TMJ3 equation can be titegmted md its derl.wdxlm tdsem with respeot

to 2?2 to .glve

. w

(%), =*ELOCOE+3&+,-=&.&njstir

or, with the use of eqpation (3),

()%Pr.=-*tir[+A++&p’-j&)r=o. (m

Equation (f?l) is en WWWsion for the inommnt of ~ mused by

dihedral angle. This incremmtmst beaddedto the pa% of
%

whioh * inbpendent of MlmdmJ. in order to get the total.value of the
derLvativB. Accordng to mfemnoe 1

.
.

(%)rd”
A+4

‘%
[
1+

A+4co13A (61 tml’A

A
+

The total yawing moment duO to rolllQg is fOna to be, by substituting
e-tion (7) in equation {21) and adding the values of

(1
@ %P ~+o

(%) r
from equatime (23.)md (22), respectively,

I?ormdihedml. angles 8tir=r, end temlfitivolving sin+
are negligible; therefore~ equation (21) reduces to

.

(24)

<.—. -- —.. . ..__— ——— -....—. — . . ———— ––——-— —.—
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The rate of change of
%

w3.th r iS f- bY

equation (24) with respect to 1’;thus,

PREmmwmoN OF REs-mrs

Calculated values of the parameters
()
%p

r.~oo

,

“NACATN NO. 1732

clifferentiat~

(5)

which csn %e used in equations (8) and (17), ti” equation (22), re’&pec-
tively, are presented ti figure 3 for aspect ratios from 1 to I-6. These
charts were oltahed from reference 1 and c-an%e used when exper@mtal
values of we parameters are not av&Uab19. Curves of the

ratios
~’,)$z)rao ‘- @p)r~~z&Jjo Cdutia ‘rem

equations (6) and (14), respective~, sxe presented b figure 4 aa

.

Erperhental values of the parameters Czp> %& and Care
3

plotted in figure 5 as functions of r ~ lift, coefficient for an ,
untapered 45° sweptback wing of aspect ratio 2.61. For all ccJKigu-
ntions Y was equal to zero, and the diskce z wa8 equal to
(b/4)sin r. lErpe~tal values of

C%l are plottid agahst r for

semrd ~t coefficients”ip figure 6. ‘A3-soshorn in fip 6 is the
curve of C2p calculated from equation (8).“ Cross plats of ~p

*%P are presented h figure 7 as curves plotted agahst r for

several Hft coefficients. The slopes of the curves of figure 7 were
measured and were @ottea in figure 8 as curves of

P
a~p a ac

. . % P
agdnat C-L. Calculated curves of the ssme p&ameters are also presented

in figure 8. All data were olrbainedat a test Reynolds nmiber of 1.1 x 106.

The results presented hereti have leen derived for untaperml ~sj

however, com@risons of results obtained ‘bythese equations with results
from more complicated equations (lased on the sanm mdhOa of analysis)
with taper datio til~a have indicated that both sets of equations gave

.

approximately the same results for taper ratio9 as low as 0.5.

..— — , ,.
,- ,.
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CalcnaatedResults

RolJ.in#?moment.- The analysis presented herein hlicates that a
contdnatian of large Ue- angle snd displacement of the wing root
chord from the axis of rotation can produce values of Cz which me

P
qtite different from the values for the same wing with no geomtiic
dihedral (fig. 4). Whether CZP becomes 10ss negative or more negative

with dihedral angle @pends on the signs of ~ and ~. For smkll
b/2

dihedral sngles (from about -10° ‘to10°) CZn changes linearly with

dihedrsl angle.
.

CcmteIHPoraW airc~t genemlly am designed with small dihedral
angles and with the wing root chord close to the center of ~tity. This
combination of deeign features tends to make the effect of geometric
dihedral angle on cl very mall.

P

The cmtrltnttion of a vee tail to the demping in roll of an airplsm
changes with angle of attack. If damying h roll is ma-d about sn
axis parallel to the flight path and passing through the airplane center
of gravity, the distance z is a function of singleof attack end tail
length; therefore, for positive dihedral the tail contrilnrtionto the
airplane Czp would decrease as the angle of attack increases. This

effect shoulil.be small unless the tail area is quite large relative to
the wing area.

Lateral force.- Geomrbric &Lhedral angb has an appreciable effect
on lateral force due to rolltng as can be seen from fi~ 4. The
effect increases with dihedral angle; for small dihedral angles z has
no appreciable effect on the change in ~m cued by dihedral, but

for larger dihedral angles (grea*r thsn *IOo) the distance z affects

()Acy
Pr

appreciably. Whether (%] becomes more positive or more
P

negative with increase in z depends onthesi~of z tidr.

Yatig mment. - Geom9tric dihedral causes an Increment in yawing
mment due to rolling which is almost independent of lift coefficient
(equation (21)). The increment is very small and probably WCUM be
negligible as a contribution to the values of C

%
of a complete airplene.

Comparison of lEzperimentaland.Calculated Results

me data of figure 6 ticate that the methcxiof ~c~tion pre-
sented herein can be used to predict values of IClp quite accurately at ‘

.——— — —-—.. — .—..—-— — -—--- ——. —.—. —.—..—— ——. . . .



12 NACA ~ NO. 1732

low and mode?.%e lHt coefficientsbut that the application of the
theory is less reliable at the higher lift coefficients. This difference
letween calculated and expe~td values is p~ due to the fact
that the experimentalwalues of %p vary with Hft coefficient;whereas,

theory indicates that Czp is Wependent of lift coefficient.

Figure 8 indicates that the theory overest=tes the effects of
geometric diheclrs2 on

%
Sna Cym at low lift coefficients and unde~

z

‘estimates the effects at high Hft coefficients. For the wing used in
this tivesti~tion, the Calculated values of the p

@
arsmeters acy r o

t
(equation (~) ) ti a% ar (equati~ (25)) are appr~te= e- to

d
the average experimental values of the same parameters.

cOrwIammGREwKKs

An apyrm3mate theory has been used to derive equations to indicate
the effects of geometric dihedral.on the rolllnn parameters of swept
wings ● Although the equations presented were derived specifically for
untapend wings, the rel~jtionspresented ~ beueved t6 be reas~b~
re~able for w3ngs of taper =tios as low as O.>.

The theo~ 3ndicates that lateral force due to roltig shows a
wked change with geometric W= “@ej tit Yam moment due to
rolliqg is almost hdependent of geometric dihedral, and that dam@ng in
roH can be changed appreciably if the dihedral an@e is lsrge and the
displacement of the rollhg axis from the wing-root-chord line is
moderate or large.

Corupari.sons_betweencalculated and experhmmtal values of the
roJUg derivatives for an untapered 45° swept%ack *g of aspect
ratio 2.61 hambggeometric dihedral angles from -20° to 10° indicate
that the calcuhted values are fairly rellable over the low- and moderate-
Uf t-coefficient ranges.

Iangley Aeronautical Laboratory
Nationsl Advisory Conmittee for Aer~tics .

Ia.ngleyField, Va., A-t 24, 19~

.
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